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Amana dishwasher adb1100aww3 manual

Related articles and videos 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Table of Contents 17 Located on the upper right side of the inner wall of the refrigerator. Side-by-Side Refrigerator Top-Freezer Fridge Bottom Freezer Refrigerator Located on the left edge of the storage drawer. It should be visible when you slide it. Located on the upper left of the front panel. Located under the burner box. This should be seen when you flip over the stovetop. Located on the right edge of the interior wall.
It must be visible when you open the door. Located on the left side of the rear wall, under the hood. Located at the door sealing, in the upper left corner of the bath. Located above the back of the bath laundry basket. It should be visible when you open the lid. Top-Load Washer Located inside the door, the upper left side of the front panel. Top-Load Dryer Located inside the door, along the outer left edge. Front-Load Washer Located along the bottom of the shell, right in front of the pile
screen. Front-Load Dryer HVAC Amana® HVAC system is manufactured under license by Goodman Global, Inc. Please amana-hac.com or call (877) 254-4729 for all your HVAC needs. Heating and Cooling (PTAC) The Amana® PTAC system is manufactured under license by Goodman Global, Inc. Please amana-ptac.com or call (877) 254-4729 for all your PTAC needs. Commercial Microwave The Amana® commercial microwave is produced under license acp, Inc. Please
acpsolutions.com or call (319) 368-8120 for more information about these products. Portable AC/Dehumidifiers Room air conditioners, portable air conditioners and dehumidifiers are manufactured under license in Haier America, New York, New York. A limited warranty is provided by the manufacturer. Please call (888) 842-2440 for more information about these products. Portable AC/Dehumidifiers Room air conditioners, portable air conditioners and dehumidifiers are manufactured
under license in Haier America, New York, New York. A limited warranty is provided by the manufacturer. Please call (888) 842-2440 for more information about these products. Still can't find what you're looking for? We're here to help. CANADIAN CUSTOMERS (800) 807-6777 P-FRI: 8A.M-8P.M. (ET) AMANACANADA.CA US CUSTOMERS (866) 616-2664 P-FRI: 8 A.M-8P.M. (ET) E-MAIL CHAT HEATING &amp; COOLING (877) 254-4729 MON-FRI: 7 A.M.-5:30 P.M. (CT) THANK
YOU FOR BUYING THIS HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT. If you encounter a problem that is not covered by troubleshooting, please visit our www.whirlpool.com or www.amana.com for more information. If you still need help from Whirlpool, Ikea or Inglis, call us at 1-800-253-1301. If you still need help in Amana, call us at 1-800-843-0304. In Canada, visit our website www.whirlpool.ca, www.amanacanada.ca or www.inglis.ca or call us at 1-800-807-6777. You will need your model and serial
number, located at the door to the inside or left side of the dishwasher. Para obtener acceso a Instrucciones para el usuario de la lavavajillas en español, o para obtener información adicional acerca de su producto, visite: www.whirlpool.com o www.amana.com.Tenga listo su número de modelo completo. La posizione e la posizione e la posizione Dishwasher safety washer instructions for useExist contentDISHWASHER SAFETY
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9AR SPOONFUL ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 11You may be killed or seriously injured, if you do not immediately you can be killed or seriously injured, if you do not follow All the safety reports will tell
you what is a potential hazard, will tell you how to reduce the possibility of injury, and tell you what canhappen if the instructions are not followed. Your security and the safety of others are very important. We have provided many important safety reports in this guide and on the device. Always read and follow all security messages. This is a security warning symbol. This symbol warns you of potential hazards that may kill or injure you and others. All security messages will follow the
security warning symbol and the word DANGER or WARNING. These words mean follow the instructions. DANGERWARNINGW10380253APAGE 22IMPORTANTS SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS: When using a dishwasher, follow basic precautions, including the following instructions■ Read all instructions before using the dishwasher.■ Read the dishwasher before using the dishwasher. machine for its intended function only.■ Use only detergents or flushing agents recommended for use in
a dishwasher and store them out of the reach of children.■ When loading the washable items:1) Find sharp objects so that they are unlikely to damage the door seal; and (2) Place sharp knives with handles to reduce the risk of cutter-type injuries.■ Do not wash plastic items unless they are marked as safe or equivalent in the dishwasher. Check the manufacturer's recommendations for plastic items that are less marked.■ Do not touch the heating element during or immediately
afterwards.■ Do not run the dishwasher unless all the body panels are properly positioned.■ Do not abuse, sit on the door, lid or tray. , do not allow children to play in or on the dishwasher.■ under conditions, hydrogen gas can be produced in a hot water system that has not been used for two weeks or more. HYDROGEN GAS IS EXPLOSIVE. If the hot water system has not been used during this period, all hot water faucets shall be switched on before using the dishwasher and allow the
water to flow from each for a few minutes. This will release the accumulated hydrogen gas. As the gas is flammable, do not smoke or use open flame during this time.■ Remove the doors or lids of the washing compartment by removing the old dishwasher from work or discarding it. State of California Proposition 65 WARNINGS:WARNING: This product contains one or more chemicals known in the state of California to cause cancer. WARNING: This product contains one or more
chemicals that the State of California is known to cause birth defects or other reproductive damage. GROUNDING INSTRUCTIONS FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS■Grounded dishwashers connected to wires: The dishwasher must be grounded. In the event of malfunction or damage, the earth will reduce the risk of electric shock by providing the least resistance path for electric current. The dishwasher is equipped with a wire that has a grounding conductor and grounding plug. The
plug must be connected to an appropriate socket installed and grounded in accordance with all local codes and instructions. WARNING: Improper access to the grounding cord of the machine and eating may pose a risk of electric shock. Contact a qualified electrician or service representative if you have any doubts as to whether the dishwasher is properly grounded. Do not modify the dishwasher plug; if it does not instil an outlet, a qualified electrician is installed.■Permanently
connected dishwasher.■The dishwasher must be connected to grounded metal, permanent wiring system or with the grounding wire of the machine must be operated by chain wires and connected to the grounding terminal or lead to the dishwasher. Tip Above hazard Do not use the dishwasher until it is fully installed. Do not push down the open door. This may result in serious injury or reduction. WARNINGPage 3 W10380253ASP W10380254A© 2011. Whirlpool Corporation.All rights
reserved.10/11Send in the US Why do we offer Amana Dish ADB1100AWS Dish Guide in PDF file format? PDF is incredibly convenient and easy to open and read for anyone, whether they're pc or Mac. You can compress a PDF file to the size of a file that is easy to send by e-mail while maintaining image quality. You can make a PDF incredibly secure because you can set passwords, digital signatures, and even watermarks. Pdf allows you to enter different types of content, including
images, animations, 3D models, hyperlinks, and buttons. Page 4THANK YOU buy this high quality product. If you encounter a problem that is not covered by troubleshooting, visit our website for www.whirlpool.com or www.amana.com additional additional If you still need help from Whirlpool, Ikea or Inglis, call us at 1-800-253-1301. If you still need help in Amana, call us at 1-800-843-0304. In Canada, visit our website www.whirlpool.ca, www.amanacanada.ca or www.inglis.ca or call us
at 1-800-807-6777. You will need a pattern and a serial number, located at the door on the right or left side of the dishwasher interior. Para obtener acceso a Instrucciones para el usuario de la lavavajillas en español, o para obtener información adicional acerca de su producto, visite: www.whirlpool.com o www.amana.com.Tenga listo su número de modelo completo. La posizione e la posizione e la posizione Dishwasher safety washer instructions for useExist contentDISHWASHER
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9AR SPOONFUL ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 11You may be killed or seriously injured, if you do not immediately you can be killed or seriously injured, if you do not follow All the safety reports will tell
you what is a potential hazard, will tell you how to reduce the possibility of injury, and tell you what canhappen if the instructions are not followed. Your security and the safety of others are very important. We have provided many important safety reports in this guide and on the device. Always read and follow all security messages. This is a security warning symbol. This symbol warns you of potential hazards that may kill or injure you and others. All security messages will follow the
security warning symbol the word DANGER or WARNING. These words mean follow the instructions. DANGERWARNINGW10380253APage 510■ Silicon film or coding (silicon dioxide film is a milky, rainbow-coloured precipitate; sow is a cloudy film)Sometimes there is a water/chemical reaction with certain types of glassware. This is usually caused by a combination of soft or softened water, alkaline washing solutions, insufficient rinsing, overloading of the dishwasher and drying heat.
It may not be possible to avoid problems other than hand washing. To slow down this process, use a minimum amount of detergent, but not less than 1 tbs (15 g) per load. Use a liquid rinse agent and an insufficiently sucalable dishwasher to ensure thorough rinsing. Silicon film and coding are permanent and cannot be removed. Do not use heated drying.■ White spots on the kitchen with a non-salt finish finish dishwasher detergent removed Kitchen Spices? Reseason Kitchen after
washing dishwasher.■ Brown stains on dishes and dishwasher interiorsIs your water high iron content? Transfer the dishes using 1-3 tsp (5-15 ml) of citric acid crystals attached to the nosepapal section of the detergent dispenser. Do not use detergent. Follow the normal detergent cycle with normal detergent. If treatment is required more often than every other month, the installation of iron removal units is proposed.■ Black or gray marks on dishesOr aluminum items rubbing dishes
during washing? Disposable aluminium objects may decompose into a dishwasher and cause marking. Wash these items by hand. Remove the aluminium label using a light abrasive cleaner.■ Orange stains on plastic containers or dishwasher interiorsAlt large amounts of tomatoes based on containers placed in the dishwasher? Stain remover may need to be used to remove stains from the dishwasher. Stains do not affect the performance of the dishwasher. Noises ■ Grinding,
shortening, crunching or buzzing soundsSaish object has entered the washing module (on some models). When the object is grounded, the sound must be stopped. If noise persists after a full cycle, call the service. Dishes are not completely clean■ Food soil left on the dishesOr dishwasher is loaded properly? Do you choose a cycle that describes the most difficult soil in the dishwasher? If you have some items with heavier soil, use a heavier cycle. Is the water temperature too low? For
best dishwashing results, the water must be 120°F (49°C) when it enters the dishwasher. Did you use the right amount of fresh detergent? Use only the recommended dishwasher detergents. Do not use less than 1 tbs (15 g) per load. For the effective use of the detergent, it must be fresh. Heavy soil and/or hard water usually require additional detergent. Has the detergent been caked in a dose? Use only fresh detergent. Do not let the detergent sit in the damp dispenser for several
hours. If there is a scante detergent, clean the dispenser. Is the pump or spray arm clogged with labels from bottles and foot? Is the house water pressure high enough for proper filling of the dishwasher? The house water pressure must be between 20 and 120 psi (138 to 828 kPa) for proper filling of the dishwasher. If you have questions about your water pressure, call a licensed, qualified plumber. Does high suds slow down the washing su? Do not use soap or laundry detergents. Use
only the recommended dishwasher detergents. The dishes are damaged in the cycle ■ Crushed foodCollabe you load the dishwasher properly? Place the dishes and glasses so that they are stable and do not scour together from the washing operation. Minimize the chipping by moving the rack in and out slowly. NOTE: Antiques, feather-edged crystal, and similar types of porcelain and glassware might be too delicate for automatic dishwashing. Wash with your hands. Page
611WHIRLPOOL CORPORATION LARGE DEVICE WARRANTY LIMITED WARRANTYFor one year from the date of purchase of this large device is operated and maintained in accordance with instructions attached to or furnished with the product, Whirlpool Corporation or Whirlpool Canada LP (hereinafter Whirlpool) will have to pay for factory specified parts and repair work to repair defects in materials or manufacturing. The service must be provided by whirlpool to a designated
service company. This limited warranty applies only in the United States or Canada and applies only if the main device is used in the country where it was purchased. Outside the 50 United States and Canada, this limited warranty does not apply. To receive the service under this limited warranty, proof of the original purchase date is required. GOODS EXCLUDED FROM WARRANTYThis warranty does not apply to:1. Service calls to repair the installation of your main device, ask you
about how to use your main device to replace or repair home fuses, or repair home wiring or plumbing. 2. Maintenance calls to repair or replace the device bulbs, air filters or water filters. Parts of consumables are not covered by warranty. 3. Repair if your main device is used, which is not normal, for single-family household use or when used in a way that conflicts with published instructions from the user or operator and/or installation instructions. 4. Damage caused by accident,
modification, abuse, abuse, fire, flood, god's actions, improper installation, installation that does not comply with the codes of electricity or plumbing, or use of sinks or cleaning products not approved by Whirlpool. 5. Cosmetic damage, including scratches, dents, chips or other damage caused by the finishing of your main device, unless such damage is caused by material or manufacturing defects and has been reported to Whirlpool within 30 days of the date of purchase. 6. Any food loss
due to failure of the refrigerator or freezer product. 7. Costs associated with removal from the home of your main device repair. This large device is designed for home renovations and this warranty applies only to home service. 8. Repair of parts or systems resulting from unauthorized modifications to the device. 9. Travel and transportation expenses for the product service if your main device is located in a remote location where maintenance is not available by an authorized Whirlpool
service provider. 10. Removal and reinstallation of the main device if it is installed out of the reach or is not installed in accordance with the published installation instructions. 11. Main devices with original model/serial numbers that have been removed, changed or cannot be easily identified. This warranty is invalid if the factory-provided serial number has been changed or removed from your main device. Repair or replacement costs are borne by the customer in these excluded
circumstances. DISCLAIMER OF INDIRECT WARRANTIES; REMEDIES FOR CUSTOMERS , THE ONLY AND THE REMEDY UNDER THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS TO REPAIR THE PRODUCT AS DESCRIBED HERE. IMPLIED WARRANTIES, WARRANTIES, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE LIMITED TO ONE YEAR OR THE SHORTEST TERM PERMITTED BY LAW. WHIRLPOOL IS NOT LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. SOME STATES AND PROVINCES DO NOT ALLOW EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LIMITATION OF THE WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR LOSS, SO THESE EXCLUSIONS OR LIMITATIONS MAY NOT BE FORTH. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIAL LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS THAT VARY FROM
COUNTRY TO COUNTRY OR PROVINCE. If outside of 50 United States and Canada, contact your authorized Whirlpool dealer to determine whether another warranty applies. 9/07 For more information about the product or to view frequently asked questions in the US, visit www.whirlpool.com, www.amana.com Canada, visit www.whirlpool.ca, www.amanacanada.ca or www.inglis.ca.If you don't have access to the Internet and need help using your product, or you want to schedule a
service, you can contact Whirlpool by the number below. Prepare the full model number. You can find the model number and serial number on the label near the door on the left-hand side of the dishwasher. For Whirlpool and Inglis assistance or service in the US, call 1-800-253-1301. In Canada, call 1-800-807-6777.For Amana's help or service in the U.S., call 1-800-843-0304. In Canada, call 1-800-807-6777.If you need more help, you can write to Whirlpool with any questions or
concerns about the address below: In the US: Whirlpool Brand Home Appliances Customer Experience Center553 Benson RoadBenton, MI 49022-2692 Canada: Whirlpool Brand Home Appliances Customer Experience Centre200 - 6750 Century Ave.Mississauga ON L5N 0B7PleasI to include the daily phone number in your correspondence. Please save these instructions for use and model number information for further reference. Page 7 Nous vous REMERCIONS d'avoir acheté ce
produit de haute qualité. Si vous rencontrez un problème non mentionné dans la section DÉPANNAGE, veuillez visiter notre site Web www.whirlpool.com www.amana.com pour des informations supplémentaires. Pour Whirlpool et Inglis, si vous avez toujours besoin d'assistance, veuillez nous téléphoner au 1-800-253-1301.Pour Amana, Pour Whana, Pour Whana, Pour Whana, Pour Whana, Pour Whana, Pour Whana, Pour Whana, Pour Whana, Pour Whirlpool et Inglis, si vous avez
toujours besoin d'assistance, veuillez nous téléphoner au 1-800-253-1301.Pour Amana, si vous avez toujours besoin d'assistance, vlezeuil nous à Téléphoner au 1-800-843-0304.Au Canada, visitez notre site Web www.whirlpool.ca, www.amanacanada.ca ou www.inglis.ca ouphonez-nous au1-800-807-6777. Vous aurez besoin de vos numéros de modèle et de série situés près de la porte sur le côté droit ou gauche, à l'intérieur du lave-vaisselle. of the dishwasher INSTRUCTIONS OF
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SAFETY WARNING INSTRUCTIONS IN SECTION 11: Follow basic precautions when using the dishwasher, including:KEEP CES INSTRUCTIONS - Read all instructions before using the dishwasher. and2) Place the handle of the knives on top so that you do not cut. If there is no indication, contact the manufacturer without affecting the heating element during operation or immediately thereafter. , do not let children play in or on the dishwasher. HYDROGEN IS AN EXPLODING GAS. If
the hot water system has not been used for some time, hot water can be run from the taps before starting the dishwasher. This will allow hydrogen to evaporate. As this gas is flammable, do not smoke or use an open flame during this time. W10380253APage 83What's new in your dishwasherEnergy consumptionKongratainas for water purchase and energy-efficient dishwasher! This dishwasher is cleaned by spraying dishes with water and pauses to be able to soak and release the soil
to the vessels. Cycles are longer because of soak and breaks for emergency cleaning. Several models have an optical water sensor. Optical water sensor is used to determine the optimal water and energy consumption for excellent cleaning. The first cycle using the sensor will last longer to calibrate the optical sensor. Flushing aidAutionSwashing products will optimize your drying and washing performance. This dishwasher is specially designed to with flushing aids to improve drying
performance and to control the accumulation of solid water deposits. Energy-efficient dishwashers use less water and energy, so they depend on the flushing support for water film operation to ensure full optimal performance. DetergentThe States has passed a limit limiting the amount of phosphorus (phosphates) in household dishwashing detergents to no more than 0,5% if previous detergents contained 8,7%. Major manufacturers have reformulated dishwasher detergent for this
detergent change as another step for the 3:30 p.m. With these latest changes, it is recommended to use tablets and packs for convenience and improved performance. Filtration systemThy dishwasher is the latest technology in dishwasher filtration. This triple filtering system reduces sound and optimizes water and energy saving while ensuring optimal cleaning performance. Maintenance of filters will ensure maximum cleaning performance. We recommend that you clean both the upper
and lower filters and rinse under running water at least once a month. USE AID FORBETTER DRYINGLOCKREFILLFULLADDPUSHDOWN-TURNLOCKPAGE 911GARANTY OF BIG MÉNAGERS WHIRLPOOL CORPORATIONGARANTY LIMITED ONE YEAR FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE, if this large device is used and maintained in accordance with the instructions accompanying or providing the product, Whirlpool Corporation or Whirlpool Canada LP (hereinafter Whirlpool)
will pay for the parts specified in the machine and workforce to correct material or manufacturing defects. The service must be provided by Whirlpool to a designated service company. This limited warranty applies only in the United States or Canada and applies only if the device is used in the country where it was purchased. Outside Canada and the United States, this limited warranty does not apply. To receive the service under this limited warranty, proof of the original purchase date is
required. GARANTIE PRODUCTS The restriction guarantee does not apply to:1. Service visits to repair the installation of large devices, show the user how to use the device, replace or repair fuses, or repair wiring or plumbing at home. 2. Maintenance visits to repair or replace the device bulbs, air filters or water filters. The warranty does not apply to consumable parts.3. Repairs where the large device is used for purposes other than normal use of the same family, or failure to comply
with the installation instructions and/or instructions of the operator or user.4 Damage caused by: accidental, modification, misuse or abuse, fire, flood, action by God, improper installation or installation that does not comply with the codes or use of utilifiable parts or cleaning products not approved by Whirlpool.5. Obvious defects, such as scratches, bumps, cracks or other damage to the decoration of the large appliance, unless the defect is due to material or manufacturing defects and
has not been reported to Whirlpool within 30 days of the date of purchase.6 Any food loss due to failure of the refrigerator or cold store.7. Costs associated with transporting a large device from home for repair. This large device is designed for home repairs and this warranty applies only to home service.8. Repair of parts or systems resulting from an unauthorized modification of the device.9. Transportation costs for maintenance to the product if your large device is located in a remote
location where an authorized whirlpool maintenance service is not available.10 Removing and reinstalling the large device if it is installed out of the reach or installed in accordance with the installation instructions provided. 11. Large devices with original serial and model numbers that have been removed, modified or cannot be easily identified. This warranty is invalid if the factory serial number has been changed or removed from the large device. The customer is responsible for
repairing or replacing these excluded circumstances. EXEMPTION OF LIABILITY CLAUSES IN RESPECT OF IMPLIED GUARANTEES; LIMITATION OF REMEDIES, THE USE OF THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE CLIENT IN CONNECTION WITH THIS LIMITED WARRANTY, IS THE ABOVE-MENTIONED REMEDY. IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING APPLICABLE MARKET QUALITY AND FITNESS WARRANTIES FOR A PARTICULAR USE, ARE LIMITED TO ONE YEAR OR
THE SHORTEST TIME PERMITTED BY LAW. WHIRLPOOL ACCEPTS NO LIABILITY FOR ACCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT EXPECT TO EXCLUDE OR LIMIT INCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT LOSS OR LIMITATIONS REGARDING THE DURATION OF IMPUD WARRANTIES REGARDING MARKET QUALITY OR SUITABILITY FOR A PARTICULAR USE, SO THESE EXCLUSIONS OR LIMITATIONS MAY NOT BE FORSAKED IN YOUR
CASE. THIS WARRANTY GRANTS YOU SPECIAL LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO EXERCISE OTHER RIGHTS THAT MAY VARY FROM JURISDICTION TO JURISDICTION. If you live outside Canada and 50 U.S. countries, contact your authorized Whirlpool dealer to determine whether another warranty applies. 2/09 For more information about the product or to visit frequently asked questions in the USA, visit our website www.whirlpool.com or www.amana.com. In Canada,
visit our website www.whirlpool.ca, www.amanacanada.ca or www.inglis.ca. If you do n't have Internet access and need help using your product or want to get a service appointment, contact Whirlpool with the number below. Prepare your model number completely. The model and serial numbers can be found on the data plate at the door to the right or to the left of the inside of the dishwasher. For Whirlpool and Inglis assistance or service in the US, call 1-800-253-1301. In Canada, call
1-800-807-6777.For Amana's help or service in the U.S., call 1-800-843-0304. In Canada, call 1-800-807-6777.Page 1010A very dirty dishes and/or solid water usually require additional detergent. Is the water pressure at home high enough to properly fill the dishwasher? The house water pressure must be between 20 and 120 lbs/inch2 (138 to 828 kPa) for proper filling of the dishwasher. If you have any questions about your water pressure, use a qualified certified plumber. NOTE: To
remove stains and films from glass objects, remove all cutlery or metal objects and rinse with vinegar as described in dishwasher maintenance - Silica film or attack (silicon dioxide film is iridescent white deposition; attack creates a transparent film appearance)Sometimes there is a chemical reaction of water with certain types of glasses. This is usually due to some combinations of fresh or softened water, alkaline washing solution, insufficient rinsing, excessive dishwasher loading, and
drying heat. To completely correct the problem, it may be necessary to manually wash these items. To slow down this process, use a minimum amount of detergent, but not less than one tablespoon (15 g) per load. Use a liquid rinse agent and easily insert the dishwasher only to allow for thorough rinsing. It is not possible to prevent the effects of a silicon film or chemical attack, which remains permanent. Do not use heat drying. After washing in the dishwasher, create a new patina. After
1 to 3 tablespoons (5-15 ml) of citric acid crystal valleys, again wash the dishes on a remacellular detergent dispenser. Do not use detergent. Then run a normal detergent program. If this treatment is required more often than every two months, it is recommended to install an iron remover. Aluminium products break into the dishwasher and trigger marks. Wash these items by hand. To remove aluminium marks, use a moderately abrasive cleaning agent. Stain remover may need to be
used to remove stains from the dishwasher. Stains do not affect the operation of the dishwasher. Noise - Noise emission from friction, grinding, crushing or grindingScietarm has entered the washing module (in some models). Noise must be stopped when the object is compressed. If the noise persists after the full application, make a service call. Dishes are not completely cleaned - Food residues on dishesOr dishes properly loaded? Has the program been chosen, which describes the
most difficult stains on the vessel load? Use a more intensive program for more intense dirt levels. Is the water temperature too low? For better washing results, the water must be at 120 ° F (49 degrees Celsius) when it enters the dishwasher. Was the correct amount of fresh detergent used? Use only the recommended dishwashing detergents for dishwashers. Do not take less than one tablespoon (15 g) for a fee. For the effective use of the detergent, it must be fresh. Very dirty dishes
and/or hard water usually require additional detergent. Is there any detergent in the dispenser? Use only fresh detergent. Do not leave the detergent in the wet dispenser for several hours. Clean the dispenser if there are pieces of detergent. Is the spray pump or arm obstructed by the bottle and can the label? Is the water pressure at home high enough to properly fill the dishwasher? The house water pressure must be between 20 and 120 lbs/inch2 (138 to 828 kPa) for proper filling of
the dishwasher. If you have any questions about your water pressure, use a qualified certified plumber. Does foam accumulation slow down the spraying of the hand? Do not use soap or laundry detergent. Use only the recommended dishwashing detergents for dishwashers. Dishes are damaged during the dishwasher scaling programThose dishwasher is properly loaded? Load vessels and glasses in such a way that they are stable and do not collide during washing. Minimize scaly,
slowly moving baskets. NOTE: Antiques, very thin crystal and some types of clay dishes and glass can be too delicate automatic washing. Wash your hand. p. 119. In the United States, www.whirlpool.com Canada, www.whirlpool.caAlSU, www.amana.com Canada, www.amanacanada.ca, www.whirlpool.com Canada, www.inglis.caŠtraste does not work properly- Dishwasher does not work or stops during the programDoors are properly closed and turned on? Is the correct program
selected? Is the dishwasher powered by electric current? Is the fuse incinerated or the circuit breaker is started? Replace the fuse or reactivate the switch. If the problem persists, call the electrician. Did the engine stop due to overload? After a few minutes, the engine is automatically activated. If it doesn't restart, make a service call. Is the shut-off valve (if any) open? It is normal that some programs take repeated breaks for a few seconds during the main wash. Pressing it to release it. Is
the water in the dishwasher hot enough? The dishwasher lasts longer while the water is heated. Does the lifetime of the dishwasher program correspond to the duration of the programme? See the wash times for the programme. Some washing and rinsing programs are automatically accompanied by a waiting period until the water reaches the appropriate temperature. This dishwasher is equipped with an optical sensor that determines the water temperature, the level of dirt and the
amount of detergent. Washing programs are customized based on what is discovered. IMPORTANT: The first washing program after installation of your home will be customized to include 2 additional rinsing. This program must not be interrupted to correct the sensor correctly. If this adjustment program is canceled or stopped before the clean (clean) indicator is turned on at the end of the program, the next washing program repeats the sensor adjustment operation. Water remnants in
the dishwasherSee if the program is complete? Pieces of detergent? Replace the detergent if necessary. Are the dispenser doors locked in cooking containers or containers when the dishwasher door is closed? was there an excessive amount of detergent on the front of the access panel? Does the detergent brand produce too much foam? Try another brand of detergent to reduce foaming and prevent accumulation. Run the flushing program once or twice a day until full-time is
accumulated. The smell of a new plastic dishwasher? Rinse with vinegar as described in Dishwasher Maintenance - Condensate on the kitchen counter (built-in models)Is the dishwasher aligned with the top of the counter? On the tabletop can form moisture, which comes from the dishwasher console vent. For more information, see the installation instructions. Dishes are not completely dry - Dishes are not completely dry Are you using a rinsing agent? The dishwasher is designed to
use a rinsing agent for better drying efficiency. Without rinsing the dishes and the inside of the dishwasher, it will be very moist. The heat drying option will not work as well without the rinsing agent. Dishes not dryRūsmašs was dishwasher loaded to provide sufficient drainage water? Do not engage excessively. Use a liquid rinsing agent to speed up drying. Are plastic items wet? It is often necessary to remove plastic items with a towel. Is the flushing tool dispenser empty? Has air drying
or an economical drying option been used? Use the drying option for drier dishes. The presence of stains on dishes - Stains and films on dishesIs it contains a high mineral concentration? Conditioning of the final rinsing water with a liquid rinse promotes stain and film. Make sure the flush dispenser dispenser is full. Always use the high temperature option. If the water hardness is 13 grains or more, it is highly recommended to install a water softener at home. To prevent softening water,
set the softener on the hot water inse possible. Is the water temperature too low? For better washing results, the water must be at 120 ° F (49 degrees Celsius) when it enters the dishwasher. Was the correct amount of fresh detergent used? Use only the recommended dishwashing detergents for dishwashers. Do not take less than one tablespoon (15 g) for a fee. For the effective use of the detergent, it must be fresh. Page To prevent damage to the dishwasher, do not run it unless the
filters are installed correctly. Make sure the lower filter is in place and the upper filter is well heeled. If the upper filter rotates freely, it means that it is not well nested. DishwasherNETTOYAGE OF LAVE-VAISSELLE Outdoor Cleaning, Keep the outside of the dishwasher soft, damp and mild detergent. If the dishwasher is made of stainless steel, it is recommended to use a stainless steel cleaner - stainless steel cleaner and polished number 31464. Rinsing with white vinegar can remove
white stains and film on dishes. Vinegar is acid and its too frequent use can damage the dishwasher. Pour 2 cups (500 ml) of white vinegar into the dishwasher or measure in the bottom basket. The dishwasher is completely washed with air drying or an economical drying option. Do not use detergent. Vinegar mixed with washing water. Dishwasher maintenance procedureSusable to avoid bad smell or odour causing odors in the dishwasher, use a dishwasher cleaning agent and spend
grinding machine affresh®† (recommended) once a month as a regular maintenance treatment. Affresh dishwasher and garbage grinder ® is effective with most dishwasher brands. IMPORTANT: Read these instructions and insist on ® start the cleaning process. 1. Remove the containers from the dishwasher. Open the dishwasher and insert 1 dishwasher and ® the main compartment and close the drawers. Place another lozenge before washing in a drawer or simply place 1 lozenge
at the bottom of the dishwasher. Close the dishwasher door. Run the dishwasher in the most powerful program - intensive scraping, hot water, etc. Insert 1 dishwasher and affresh ® in garbage machines. Open hot water at a low rate. Run the garbage grinder and let the water run for 15 seconds. Stop the waste grinder and turn off the tap. Do not rinse the waste grinder completely with water. Dishwasher water is cleaned by a waste grinder. If the appliance does not have a waste mill,
this step. Siphon intrusion dishwashers If the dishwasher is not used in summer, switch off the water supply and the supply to the dishwasher. In winter, if the dishwasher is at risk for freezing or remains during a seasonal stay, such as a second house or holiday home, the dishwasher is operated by a licensed service technician to avoid water damage. Filter the move instructions1. Using the above illustrations, under the positioning loops, the bottom filter round hole shall be placed under
the positioning loops at the bottom of the dishwasher in such a way that the upper filter is aligned with the circular opening of the bottom of the container.2. Insert the top filter circular opening into the bottom filter circular hole. Resettlement of the upper filterLOCKUNLOCKPUSHDOWN-TURN3. Slowly turn the filter clockwise until it fits into the housing. Continue turning until it fits. If the filter is not fully installed (continues to rotate freely), continue to rotate the filter clockwise until it fits into
the dwelling and fits in together. NOTE: While the filter is well entangled, it is not necessary for the top filter arrow to be aligned with the arrow of the bottom filter. If the dishwasher is not properly emptied, inspect and clean the counter-unlocking device. †® AFFRESH is a registered trademark of Whirlpool, USA Page 13 If you need further assistance, you can write to Whirlpool by submitting questions or questions to the address below: USA. :Whirlpool Brand Home AppliancesClient
amenities Center553 Benson RoadBenton Harbor, MI 49022-2692In Canada: Whirlpool Brand Home Appliances Center Customer Experience200 - 6750 Century Ave.Mississauga Ave.Mississauga Ave.ON L5N 0B7In your correspondence, please provide a phone number where you can reach the time of day. Please save these instructions for use as well as the model number for later reference. W10380253ASP W10380254A 2011 Whirlpool Corporation.All Rights Reserved.10/11Ent
us Why do we offer Amana Dish ADB1100AWS Dish Guide in PDF file format? PDF is incredibly convenient and easy to open and read for anyone, whether they're pc or Mac. You can compress a PDF file to the size of a file that is easy to send by e-mail while maintaining image quality. You can make a PDF incredibly secure because you can set passwords, digital signatures, and even watermarks. Pdf allows you to enter different types of content, including images, animations, 3D
models, hyperlinks, and buttons. on page 14. Spin spraying hands. They should convert Dish. For models with controls above the door, select the washing cycle, option and press START/ RESUME for 3 seconds before closing the door. Press the door firmly closed. Door lads automatically. For models with front control shows, select the washing cycle, options and press START/ RESUME.2Add detergent and flushing aid. For the recommended cleanup schedule, see Recommended
filter cleaning time interval.3 Select a cycle and option (cycles and options vary by model). LOCKUNLOCKPUSHDOWN-TURN Why do we offer Amana Dish ADB1100AWS Dish Manual in PDF file format? PDF is incredibly convenient and easy to open and read for anyone, whether they're pc or Mac. You can compress a PDF file to the size of a file that is easy to send by e-mail while maintaining image quality. You can make a PDF incredibly secure because you can set passwords,
digital signatures, and even watermarks. Pdf allows you to enter different types of content, including images, animations, 3D models, hyperlinks, and buttons. p. 152. If you do not follow the instructions, there is a risk of death or serious injury. All safety reports will tell you what the potential dangers are and how to reduce the risk of injury and what can happen if the instructions are not followed. Your and the safety of others is very important. We provide a lot of important security
messages in this guide and on your device. Make sure you've always read and match all security messages. WARNINGDANGERHere is a security alarm symbol. This security alert symbol alerts you to possible dangers of death and serious injuries to you and others. All security messages will follow the security warning symbol and the word DANGER or WARNING. These words mean: California Proposition 65 Warnings:WARNING: This product contains at least one chemical known in
the state of California to cause cancer. WARNING: This product contains at least one chemical known by the State of California to cause abnormalities and other birth defects. Dishwasher connected to the ground and connected by wire: The dishwasher must be connected to the ground. In the event of malfunction or failure, the earth will reduce the risk of electric shock, providing the least resistance to the electric current. The dishwasher is equipped with a wire with a conductor that
connects the devices to the ground and a grounding sheet. The plug must be connected to an appropriate socket, installed and connected to the ground in accordance with codes and regulations. Improperly attaching the driver to connect the devices to the ground may result in a second risk of electric shock. Contact a competent electrician or service representative if you have any doubts that the dishwasher is properly connected to the ground. Do not replace the dishwasher; If it does
not enter the socket, there is an appropriate socket installed by a competent electrician. Tipping risk Do not use the dishwasher until it is fully installed. Do not press the open door. Failure to follow these instructions may result in serious injury or reduction. WARNINGPage 163Meet new in your caseEnergyRendementSefings for the purchase of water efficient energy dishwasher! To clean the items, this dishwasher sprays the dishes with water and stops it so that the detergent can soak
and dissolve the dirt. Soaking and pause periods extend the duration of programs for emergency cleaning. Several models have an optical water sensor. The optical water sensor determines the optimal water consumption and energy level for better cleaning. Calibration of the optical sensor will result in the evaporation time of the first program that uses it. Rinsing agentUse a rinsing agent for optimal washing and drying. In order to improve drying performance and limit the accumulation
of solid water deposits, this dishwasher is specially designed for use with a flushing agent. Energy-efficient dishwashers use less water and energy. Therefore, they depend on the flushing medium for optimal performance of the water table. Detergents in the back floor have passed a limit limiting the amount of phosphorus (phosphates) in household dishwashing detergents to 0.5%. Before this measure, detergents contained 8,7 %. As a result of these changes in detergents, major
manufacturers have reformulated dishwashing detergents, thereby further promoting environmental awareness. Due to these recent changes, dishwasher diamonds and bags are recommended to improve performance. Filtration systemThis dishwasher is equipped with the latest filtration technology. This triple filtration system reduces noise levels and optimises water and energy consumption levels en permettant and nettoyage optimal. Le personnel est très agréable. Nous vous
suggérons de nettoyer le filtre supérieur et inférieur et de rincer le système sous le robinet au moins une fois par mois. USE THE FORBETTER DRYINGLOCKRefillFullAddPUSHDOWN&amp;AMP; TURNLOCKUNLOCKPage 175Dishwasher UsePrepare and load dishwasherimportant: Remove the residue of food, bones, toothpick and other solid items from the dishes. Remove labels from containers before washing.10 Place load model (when silverware basket is lower shelf) 12 Place
load pattern (when silverware basket is on the door) ■ Make sure that when the dishwasher door is closed, the items block the detergent dispenser.■ Items must be loaded with dirty surfaces pointing down and inward to the aerosol as shown in the figure. This will improve cleaning and drying results. ■ Avoid overlapping items such as bowls or plates that can trap food. ■ Insert plastic, small plates and glasses into the upper boot. Only wash plastic products labelled as dishwasher safe.
Make sure that the light-duty items are fixed in the stand. Add DetergentNOTE: If you don't plan to run the washing cycle soon, run the flushing cycle. Do not use detergent.■ Use only the automatic detergent of the dishwasher. Just before starting the cycle, add a detergent of powder, liquid or tablet.■ Fresh automatic dishwasher detergent provides better cleaning. Keep the tightly closed detergent container in a cool, dry place.■ For optimal performance, it is recommended to use a tablet
detergent.■ The amount of detergent to be used depends on: How much soil remains on the objects - Severely dirty loads require more detergent. Water hardness - If you use too little solid water, the dishes will not be clean. If you use too much soft water, the glass will be engraved. Soft to medium water (0-6 grains per U gallon) [typical water softener water and some urban water] Medium to hard water (7-12 grains per U.S. gallon) [including water and some urban water]■ Depending
on your water hardness, fill in the Main Wash section of the dispenser as shown. If necessary, fill the pre-wash section to the level shown. NOTE: The indicated quantities may be used for a standard powdered detergent. Follow the instructions for use when using other detergents in the dishwasher. Add rinsing aid■ The dishwasher is designed for good drying performance to ensure good drying rinsing. Without rinsing aids your dishes and dishwasher interior will be excessive humidity.
Heat dry option as well as without flushing aids.■ Rinsing aid keeps water from forming droplets that can dry out like spots or stripes. They also improve drying by allowing water to drain from the dishes after a final rinse.■ Flushing aid, which helps to reduce excess moisture on the shelves of the dishes and inside the dishwasher.■ Check the flushing support indicator. Connect the flushing aid when the indicator light falls to the filling level.■ To connect the flushing aid, turn the dispenser
cover to Open and Rinse the door until the indicator level is Full. Replace the dispenser cap and turn to Lock. Make sure the cap is fully locked. STEP 1Upper rack Lower rackUpper rack Lower rack■ Make sure that nothing prevents the hand(s) from spinning freely. It is important that the water jet reaches all the dirty surfaces. ■ Always place sharp objects when loading silverware. Mix other items pointing up, and some point down. STEP 2ABMAIN WASHPRE-WASHSoft WaterHard
WaterSoft WaterHard Watera. Cover switch. Main wash section of C. Pre-WashSoft WaterHard WaterSoft WaterHard WaterMain Wash Pre-WashFullAddLockRefill65432---maxfill1-----------sh-₄ turn to blockPage 186NOTE: For most water conditions, the factory setting will bring good results. If you have hard water or notice rings or spots, try a higher setting. Turn the arrow adjuster inside the dispenser using your fingers or inserting a flat blade screwdriver in the center of the arrow and
turning. Select a cycle (cycles vary by model)Press the Select cycles button until the light below the desired cycle is turned on. NOTE: Heavier cycles and options affect the length of the cycle. Some cycles and options will take up to 3 15 hours. Heavy - Use heavily dirty, hard-to-clean items. Normal - Use of normal food in the soil. The energy labelling is based on this cycle. ECO – Use lightly dirty items. This saves energy.1-HR Wash – Use easily dirty goods. For quick results, 1-hr
Wash will clean the dishes using a little more water and energy. Night cycle – Use loads with normal amounts of food soil. It is a longer cycle and is therefore ideal to run overnight. Rinse only – (detergent cannot be used in this cycle. It's just rinsing that keeps food drying on your dishes and reduces the smell buildup of your dish until you're ready to wash full time. Select Options (options vary by model)You can customize your cycles by pressing the options you want. Press the button
repeatedly until you select the option combination you want. High Temp – (used only with heavy and conventional washing cycles) affects water in cycle washing portions. Sani Rinse – (use only with heavy and normal washing cycles) Choose this option to raise the water temperature in the final flush to about 155 ° F (68 ° C). The Sani Rinse variant adds heat and time to the cycle. This high temperature flush sanitizes your dishes and glassware according to the NSF/ANSI Standard 184
residential dishwasher. Certified pet dishwashers are not intended for licensed food businesses. Dry Dry – (used only with 1HR Wash, Heavy and Normal wash cycles) If selected with a 1-Hr Wash cycle, the time is increased by about 30 minutes.4-HR Delay – (any cycle) offers the choice to start the dish machine automatically later. Choose a washing cycle and options. Press the 4-HR delay. Press START/RESUME. Close the door firmly. Use Lock - (about 4-HR Delay button) to avoid
unexpected use in the dishwasher. When control lock is lit, all buttons are disabled. The dishwasher door can be opened while the controls are locked. To turn lock on: Press and hold the 4 HR delay for at least 3 seconds. Blocked light shines. If you press any pad while the dishwasher is locked, the light flashes 3 times. To turn off the lock: Press and hold the 4-HOUR delay for at least 3 seconds. The control lock indicator switches off. Start or resume the cycle■ Run with hot water to the
sink closest to the dishwasher until the water is hot. Turn off the water.■ Press the door firmly closed. Door lads automatically. Select the washing cycle and the options you want, or press START/RESUME to repeat the same cycle and options as in the previous wash cycle. For the top controls, first select Loop and Options, and then close the door. ■ You can add the object at any time before the main wash starts. Slowly open the door and attach the object. Close the door firmly. Press
START/RESUME.■ When the cycle is complete, the cleanup indicator flashes. Sanitized glows when Sani Rinse option is selected and sanitization levels occur. STEP 3---maxfill------------STEP 4Page 19 4Etapas rapides1Préparer et charger le lave-vaisselle. La uc tournoyer les bras d'aspersion. Ils doivent pouvoir tourner librement.4Mettre en marche le lave-vaisselle. Pour les modèles don't les commandes se trouvent au sommet de la porte, sélectionner le programme de lavage et
l'option souhaitée puis appuyer sur START/RESUME (mise en marche/reprise) 3 secondes avant de fermer la porte. La gentilezza del personale. La gentilezza del personale. Pour les modèles avec les contrôles de devant, sélectionner le programme de lavage et les options souhaités puis appuyer sur START/RESUME (mise en marche/reprise).2Verser le détergent et l'agent de rinçage.5Retirer le filtre et le nettoyer. Voir Intervalle recommandé pour le nettoyage du filtre dans la section
Système de filtration de l'eau pour connaître la fréquence de nettoyage recommandée.3Sélectionner un programme ou une option (les programmes et options varientient selon le modèle.) LOCKUNLOCKPUSHDOWN &amp;AMP; TURN Why do we offer Amana Dish ADB1100AWS Dish Manual in PDF file format? PDF is incredibly convenient and easy to open and read for anyone, whether they're pc or Mac. You can compress a PDF file to the size of a file that is easy to send by e-
mail while maintaining image quality. You can make a PDF incredibly secure because you can set passwords, digital signatures, and even watermarks. Pdf allows you to enter different types of content, including images, animations, 3D models, hyperlinks, and buttons. Page 205: Enlever de la vaisselle les restes alimentaires, os, cure-dents et autres articles durs. Enlever les étiquettes des récipients avant de les laver. Modèle de charge de 10 endroits (quand le cutlery is in the lower
shelf) Load mode of 12 places (when the Cutlery is on the door) - Check that when closing the dishwasher door, the detergent dispenser is not blocked. This will improve cleaning and drying results. Avoid overlapping items such as bowls or plates that can hold food. Place plastic products, small plates and glasses in the top basket. Wash plastic objects in the dishwasher only if they are identified as dishwasher-de laundered. To avoid impact and bump noises during operation: Load
dishes so items do not touch each other. Make sure that the light items are kept in baskets. Add DETERGENTREMARQUE: If you don't plan to do a washing program in the near future, run the flushing program. Do not use detergent. Just before starting the program, add a powdered, liquid or lozenge detergent. Store the detergent container in a well-sealed dry, cool place. Water hardness - If you do not use enough detergent in hard water, the dishes will not be washed perfectly. If too
much detergent is used in fresh water, the solution will attack the glass objects. Average freshwater (0 to 6 grains per U.S. gallon) [water from general water softener and water from urban water services] Medium to solid water (7 to 12 grains per U.S. gallon) [Good water and urban water service] - Depending on the hardness of the water, fill in the main washing section of the dispenser as shown. If necessary, fill the pre-wash portion to the specified level. NOTE: The quantities indicated
correspond to the use of standard powdered detergent. If you are using another dishwashing detergent, follow the instructions on the packaging. Add rinsing agent - Dishwasher is designed to sufficiently dry the dishwasher. Without the rinsing agent, the dishes and the inside of the dishwasher will be too damp. The heat drying option will not work optimally without the rinsing agent. They also improve drying by allowing water to de la vaisselle après le rinçage final.â– Les agents de
rinçage aident à réduire l'excès d'humidité sur les paniers à vaisselle et à l'intérieur du lave-vaisselle.■ Contrôler le niveau du témoin d'agent de rinçage. Ajouter de l'agent de rinçage lorsque l'indicateur est au niveau refill (remplir). ÉTAPE 1 Panier supérieur Panier inférieurPanier supérieur Panier inférieur â– S'assurer que rien n'empêche le(s) bras d'aspersion de tourner librement. Il est important que le jet d'eau atteigne toutes les surface sales. ■ Lors du chargement des couverts,
toujours charger les articles acérés pointés vers le bas. Pour les autres articles, orienter certains vers le haut et d'autres vers le bas. ÉTAPE 2 A. Loquet du couvercleB. Section de lavage principalC. Section du prélavageABMAIN WASHPRE-WASHSoft WaterHard WaterSoft WaterHard WaterSoft WaterHard WaterHard WaterHard WaterLavage principal PrélavageFullAddPage 217Filtration SystemYour dishwasher is the latest technology dishwasher filtration. This triple filtering system
reduces sound and optimizes water and energy saving while delivering excellent cleaning performance. Throughout the lifetime of the dishwasher, the filter will require maintenance to maintain maximum cleaning performance.*The manufacturer's recommendation: This practice will preserve the water and energy you would have used to prepare the dishes. It will also save you time and effort. Very solid waterSo you have solid water (over 15 grains), clean the filter at least once a month.
The formation of white residues in the dishwasher indicates solid water. For tips on removing clips and stains, see Troubleshoot problems. Cleaning instructionsIMPORTANT: Do not use a wire brush, .c, as they may damage the filters. Rinse the filter under running water until most soils are removed. If you find it difficult to remove soil or calcium deposits from hard water, a soft brush may be required. The triple filter system consists of 2 parts, an upper filter set and a lower filter. ■
Mounting the top filter from the pump retains unsusable objects and foreign objects, as well as very fine food particles. ■ The lower filter protects the food from recirculation on the dishes. Filters may need to be cleaned if:■ Visible objects or soils are upper filter assembly.■ There is a degradation of cleaning performance (that is, the soil is still on the dishes).■ Dishes feel grainy on the touch. It is very easy to remove and maintain filters. The table below shows the recommended cleaning
frequency. RECOMMENDED TIME INTERVAL FOR CLEANING THE FILTERLoads per weekIf you are scraped only before loading* If before loading, scrape and rinse If before loading wash them before loading before loading 8-12 Every two months Every four months Once a year Once a year Once a year Once a year Once a year Once a year Once a year Once a year Once a year Once a yearTrashing instructions for removal of filters1. Turn the top filter set 1/4 opposite and lift.2.
Separate the top filter filter gently pulling separately.3. Clean the filters as shown. To remove the upper filter AssemblyLOCKUNLOCKPUSHDOWN&amp;TURNPUSHDOWN&amp;TURNLOCKUNLOCKPage 228IMPORTANTS: To avoid damage to the dishwasher, do not let the dishwasher properly installed without filters. Make sure that the lower filter is securely secured and that the upper filter assembly is locked in place. If the upper filter assembly is rotated freely, it is not locked in
place. Dishwasher Dishwasher If the dishwasher has stainless steel exterior, a stainless steel cleaner and Polish part number 31464 are recommended. White vinegar rinsing can remove white spots and film. Vinegar is acid, and using it too often can damage the dishwasher. Place 2 cups (500 ml) of white vinegar on the bottom stand in a glass or dishwasher. The dishwasher is completely released using the entire washing cycle using dry air or energy-saving dry option. Do not use
detergent. Vinegar mixed with washing water. Dishwasher maintenance procedureTo avoid odour or odour residues in the dishwasher, use affresh®† dishwasher and disposal cleaner (recommended) once a month as part of daily maintenance. Affresh® and ® cleaner is effective in all dishwashers. IMPORTANT: • Read the instructions and instructions on the affresh® product packaging completely before starting the cleaning process.■ Use the packaging or gloves when handling the
tablet.1. Remove the dishes from the dishwasher. Open the dishwasher and place 1 ® dishwasher and the recycler in the main washing tray and close the tray. Place another tablet in the pre-wash tray or simply insert 1 tablet into the bottom of the dishwasher. Close the dishwasher. Start the dishwasher in the most aggressive cycle - heavy duty scrub, heated water, etc.2. Place 1 ® dishwashers and waste disposal tablets. Turn on hot water to slow down the flow. Run disposal and water
for 15 seconds. Turn off discharge and water. Do not rinse completely with water. Dishwasher water is cleaned of it. If there is no waste disposal, skip this step. Air gap draining If you do not use a dishwasher during the summer months, switch off the dishwasher and the power supply. In winter, if the dishwasher can be exposed to a near freezing point or remain in seasonal housing, such as a second home or holiday home, avoid water damage if your dishwasher is wintered by
authorized service personnel. Filter reinstalling instructions1. When you check the previous illustrations, place the bottom filter under tabs at the bottom so that the upper filter block rounds the opening with a round hole at the bottom of the bath.2. Insert the upper filter assembly circular opening into the Filter.To the upper filter AssemblyLOCKUNLOCKPUSHDOWN-TURN3. Slowly turn the filter clockwise until it falls into place. Continue to rotate until the filter is locked in place. If the filter
is not fully seated (still rotates freely), continue to rotate the filter clockwise until it drops and locks into place. Note: The top filter assembly arrow does not align with the arrow in the bottom filter until the filter is locked. If you have a drainage air gap, check and clean it if the dishwasher is not drained well. †® AFFRESH is a registered trademark of whirlpool, U.S.A.Page 236 To add a flushing agent, turn the dispenser cap until Open (open) and lift it. Connect the flushing agent to the
opening until the indicator light is on Full (full). Insert the dispenser cover back into place and turn it up to Lock. Make sure it is locked. NOTE: For most water types, factory regulation will work. If the water at home is solid or if the rings or stains are persuasion, try a higher setting. Turn the arrow adjuster inside the dispenser either manually or by inserting a flat screwdriver in the center of the arrow and turning. Select an app (apps vary by model)Press the selected cycle button until the
light below the desired cycle is turned on. NOTE: More intensive programs and options affect the duration of the program. Some programs and options will take up to 31/2 hours to run completely. Heavy (Intense) - Use this program for very dirty and hard-to-clean items. Normal - Use this program for normal food dirt. The Energy Employment Label is based on this programme. ECO (ECO) - Use this program for slightly dirty items. This saves energy.1-HR Wash (Washing 1-HR) - Use
this program for slightly dirty items. For quick results, 1-h washing will clean the dishes using a little more water and energy. Night cycle - Use this program for loads with normal amounts of food waste. This programme is longer; so it is better to use it at night. Rinse only - (no options are available with this program). Do not use detergent. It's just rinsing, which prevents the drying of food debris on the dishes and reduces the odors in the dishwasher until the user is ready to wash full-time.
Select options (different from model options)You can customize your pressing the desired options. Press the button several times until you select the option combination you want. High Temp (high temperature washing) - (use only with Heavy (Intense) and Normal programs). This option will warm the water during the washing program. Sani Rinse (sanitary rinsing) - (use only with Heavy (Intensive) and Normal Programs). Choose this option to increase the water temperature of the final
flush to about 155 degrees Fahrenheit (68 degrees Fahrenheit). Sani Rinse option adds warmth and duration to the program. This high temperature washes and sanitizes your dishes and glassware, according to 184 NSF/ANSI standard residential dishwashers. Certified pet dishwashers are not intended for accredited food businesses. Heat Dry (drying with heat) - (used only with 1-HR Wash (1-HR, Heavy (Intense) and Normal programs). After 1 HR wash cycle, the selection time is
increased by about 30 minutes.4-H Delay (4-hour delay) - (any program). This option offers to choose to switch on the dishwasher automatically at a late time. Choose a washing program and options. Press for a 4 hour delay. Press START/RESUME (start/recovery). Keep the door close. Lock - (for 4 hours delay button.) This option is used to avoid inadvertent use of the dishwasher. When control lock is turned on, all buttons are locked. The dishwasher door can be opened while the
controls are locked. Lock: Press and maintain pressure on a 4-HR delay (4-hour delay) for at least 3 seconds. The lock indicator lights up. If the light indicator flashes 3 times while the dishwasher is locked. Unlock: Press and maintain pressure on 4-HR Delay (4 hour delay) for at least 3 seconds. The lock indicator switches off. Start or resume the program - Let the hot water from the tap closest to the dishwasher until it is hot. Turn off touch. The door lock automatically turns on. Choose
the app you want and use the washing options OR tap START /RESUME (start/recovery) to resume the same program and options as in the previous app. For the first program, first select the program and options, then close the door. Carefully open the door and attach the object. Keep the door close. Press START/RESUME. Sanitized glow when the sanitary flushing option is selected and levels Occur.. STEP 3LockRefill65432---maximical filling1--------------maximy------------ETPE 4₄
turn to lockPage 247Stip filtration systemThis dishwasher is equipped with the latest filtration technology. This triple filtering system reduces noise levels and optimizes water and energy consumption while ensuring excellent cleaning performance. The filter must be maintained throughout the service life of the dishwasher in order to continue to operate after its operation. It also saves you time and effort. Very solid waterJa water at home is very solid (over 15 grains), clean the filter at
least once a month. The accumulation of white residues in the dishwasher is a sign of hard water. For tips on removing stains, see Troubleshoot problems. Cleaning instructions: Do not use a metal brush, .c, as they may damage the filters. Rinse the filter under running water until most of the dirt is removed. If you notice dirt that is difficult to remove, or limestone deposits caused by hard water, it may be necessary to use a soft brush. The triple filter system has 2 parts, an upper filter
and a lower filter. The top filter keeps still objects or foreign objects and very fine particles away from the pump. The lowest filter prevents the re-deposit of food on containers. Filters may need to be cleaned if objects or dirt are spotted on the top filter. It is very easy to remove and maintain filters. The table below shows the recommended cleaning frequency. RECOMMENDED CLEANING INTERVALS FOR CLEANING THE FILTER. Loads per weekJa you just scrape dishes before
loading-If you scrape and rinse dishes before loadingJaja you wash dishes before loading8-12 Every two months Every four months Every four months Every four months Once a year Once a year Once a year Once a year Once a year Once a year Turn the top filter by a quarter turning counterclockwise and lift it.2. Separate the top filter by carefully removing it.3. Clean the filters as instructed. When removing the top filterLOCKUNLOCKPUSHDOWN-TURNPUSHDOWN-
TURNLOCKUNLOCKPage 259TroubleshootingRst try the solutions proposed here or visit our website and reference the FAQ to possibly avoid the cost of service calls. United States, www.whirlpool.com Canada, USA, www.amana.com Canada, www.amanacanada.caIn U.S.A., www.whirlpool.com Canada, www.inglis.caDishwasher does not work properly■ Dishwasher not working or stops during cycleOr doors closed tightly and locked? Is the correct cycle selected? Does the
dishwasher have the strength? Is the household fuse blown, or is the circuit breaker tripped? Replace the fuse or reset the switch. If the problem persists, call the electrician. Is the engine stopped due to overload? The engine automatically resets itself within minutes. If it does not restart, call the service. Is the shut-off valve (if fitted) turned on? It is normal that some cycles stop for several seconds during the main wash for several seconds.■ The clean light flashes for service.■ The
dishwasher will not filla small overflow protection float able to move freely up and down? Press down to release.■ The dishwasher seems to be running for too longIn the Sherry can operate for up to 3š -2 hours depending on soil level, water temperature, cycles and options. Is the water supplied to the dishwasher hot enough? The dishwasher lasts longer during water heating. Is the dishwasher cycle time cycle? View the washing time of the cycle section. In some washing and rinsing
cycles, a delay occurs automatically until the water reaches the correct temperature. This dishwasher is equipped with optical sensor washing that determines water temperature, soil and detergent. Washing cycles are adjusted based on what is in the mind. IMPORTANT: The very first washing cycle after installation of your home will be adjusted to include an additional 2 rinses. This cycle must not be interrupted in order to be able to adjust the sensor correctly. If this adjustment cycle is
cancelled or stopped before the clean indicator lights up at the end of the cycle, the next washing cycle will repeat this sensor adjustment.■ Water remains in the dishwasher. Is the detergent a lump sum? Replace the detergent if necessary. Is the dispenser door blocked by containers or containers when the dishwasher door is closed?■ Is there too much detergent on the front of the access panel? Does the brand of detergent make excess foam? Try another brand to reduce foaming
and prevent buildup.■ Smor in this dishwashing or dishes washed only every 2 or 3 days? Perform the rinsing cycle once or twice a day until you are full-time. Is there a new plastic smell in the dishwasher? Run vinegar rinsing as described in Dishwasher care. ■ Condensate on the kitchen counter (built-in models)Is the dishwasher aligned with the tabletop? The humidity from the ventilation outlet in the dishwasher console can be formed on the counter. For more information , see
Instructions. Dishes don't dry completely ■ Dishes don't dry completely Do you use rinsing support? The dishwasher is designed for good drying performance to ensure good drying performance. Without rinsing aids, your dishes and dishwasher interior will be Moisture. The heat dry option will not work as well as without flushing aids.■ Dishes do not drysmous you load dishwasher to ensure proper water drainage? Do not overload. Use a liquid rinsing aid to speed up drying. Is plastic
wet? Plastics often need towel drying. Is the flush support dispenser empty? Do you use air dry or energy saving dry option? For dryer dishes, use a heated drying option.■ Excess moisture on the stands and dishwasher interiorCheck the flush support indicator to see that the dispenser has a flushing aid. Spots and stains on food ■ Spotting and filming on foodIs your water solid, or is there a high mineral content in your water? Conditioning the last flush water with a liquid rinse helps
prevent spotting and filming. Store the posture with a filled flushing dispenser. Always use the high temperature option. If your water hardness is 13 grains or more, it is highly recommended to install a home water softener. If you do not want to drink softened water, there is a softener installed on your hot water supply. Is the water temperature too low? For best dishwashing results, the water must be 120°F (49°C) when it enters the dishwasher. Did you use the right amount of effective
detergent? Use only the recommended dishwasher detergents. Do not use less than 1 tbs (15 g) per load. For the effective use of the detergent, it must be fresh. Heavy soil and/or hard water usually require additional detergent. Is the house water pressure high enough for proper filling of the dishwasher? The house water pressure must be between 20 and 120 psi (138 to 828 kPa) for proper filling of the dishwasher. If you have questions about your water pressure, call a licensed,
qualified plumber. NOTE: To remove spots and film from glassware, remove all silverware and metal objects and run the vinegar rinsing as described in Dishwasher. Care.
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